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Leveraging data to empower libraries

Dr. Annette Dortmund
Senior Product Manager, OCLC
Together, we have built a network which connects thousands of libraries worldwide.
We are a member-driven community.

We share innovative products and services.

We ensure access to knowledge.
Data at scale to empower libraries

- Visibility on the web through WorldCat.org
- Cooperative collection analysis
- Automated metadata delivery from vendors and OA sources
- Global metadata source for manual cataloging
- Visibility for global resource sharing
- Cooperative cataloging
Library data at scale connects more people to libraries
Data in action – Google and libraries
Decision support in libraries
Decision support in academic libraries
“Choreo Insights provided us with data that allowed us to seek funding for new materials to support certain academic programs at our college, primarily for an African and African Diaspora Studies program and a Latin American and Caribbean Studies program. We now know which items we’ll need in our collection and will prioritize for purchase as funds become available.”

Dr. Wilma Jones
Professor and Reference/Instruction Librarian
City University of New York—College of Staten Island
Decision support in public libraries
Data at scale to empower libraries

Make life easier

Connect to new users

Support decision making
Because what is known must be shared.